STOP SOCIAL DUMPING

EXPLOITATION · SOCIAL FRAUD · BOGUS SELF-EMPLOYMENT · GANG MASTERS LETTER BOX COMPANIES · Deregulation · employers impunity

The EFBWW urges the EU to tackle the crucial problem of SOCIAL DUMPING of wages, working conditions and social protection. We need: DECENT PREVENTION, PROPER CONTROL and EFFECTIVE SANCTIONS. The future European Enforcement Directive must contain tangible measures which completely eradicate any form of social fraud, gangmasters, bogus self-employment and letterbox companies. At the same time it must guarantee EQUAL RIGHTS and EQUAL PAY for equal work.

Every day foreign posted workers are exploited through organised subcontracting, insourcing and agencies. Therefore all main contractors should be responsible for the social fraud committed by ALL their subcontractors and insourced companies/agencies.